Zing Anything brings you a refreshing,
unique new way to subtly infuse all-natural
ingredients into your beverages and cuisine.
Enhance the flavor and health benefits of
water with raspberries, strawberries, kiwi,
lemon, lime, cucumber, mint, and more by
using our Aqua Zinger or Citrus Zinger.
Make deliciously fresh salad dressings with
the Salad Zinger, and stay away from artificial
flavors and refined sugars, simply and
smartly, with the Zing Anything product line.
When you screw the bottom cap onto a
Zing Anything carafe, the all-natural ingredients
you love are simultaneously pulverized,
releasing their nutrients, flavors, hues,
and aromas. The pulp and rind are contained
at the bottom for steeping more flavor.
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The Aqua Zinger subtly infuses your water with flavors from
cucumber to lemon, to more unique flavors like grapefruit,
kiwi, strawberry, peach, raspberry, ginger, or even mint.
Mix and match, get creative; the flavors and ingredients
are limited by only your imagination.
The Aqua Zinger has the unique ability to change the very
nature and frequency of water consumption by creating
naturally flavored drinks that are simply refreshing with
no added sugar or artificial ingredients.
With the Aqua Zinger, you can drink more water and still
satisfy your palate and your body’s need for hydration.
A spill-proof cap is included, so that you can Zing in the
car, on the treadmill, at the office — anywhere on the go!

• 1-2 drinks per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 19oz
• available in 4 colors:

• • • •
blue,

green,

gray,

pink

PRODUCT CODE:
AZ100B, AZ100G, AZ100P, AZ100GY

Sara R. likes

clementine + blackberry + strawberry

When life gives you lemons, get out your
Citrus Zinger. It’s so simple, so easy, and so tasty.
Designed specifically for citrus fruits, Zing away
with lemons, limes, clementine, grapefruit,
and more.
Citrus Zinging is great for the active, on-the-go,
water drinker. Take it to yoga, the office and
around town. Enrich your water with vitamin C

ORIGINAL

and flavonoids, and let the Citrus Zinger take
you away to that sunny day, every day.
It’s as easy as press, twist, and infuse. Zing!

• 1-2 drinks per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 28oz
• available in 3 colors:

• • •
green,

orange,

pink

PRODUCT CODE:
CZ 100G, CZ 100O, CZ 100P

Lauren L. likes

lime + clementine

Need a little more zing?
Punch up the flavor even more with the Citrus Zinger
Biggie. It’s the same water-infusing technology of the
original Citrus Zinger but designed for large citrus
fruits. With just a twist, you can be sipping water
flavored with fresh navel orange or sweet grapefruit
while still being able to enjoy classic combinations
like lemon and lime.

BIGGIE

The Citrus Zinger Biggie expands the list of delicious
flavor possibilities and with its 36oz bottle, you’ll
get more out of every zing. Easy to use flip-open
straw and convenient to carry, it’s perfect for the
busiest citrus lovers.

• 1-2 drinks per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 36oz
• available in 2 colors:

••

red/orange,

••

teal/lime

PRODUCT CODE:
CZ36R, CZ36G

Susan L. likes

grapefruit + lime + clementine

Add a new twist to your next yoga class
with the Citrus Zinger Sport. The convenient,
leak-free bottle includes a flip-up straw for
spill-free hydration on-the-go!
Perfect for the outdoor athlete or the trainer
on a treadmill, our new tinted bottles are sure
to turn some heads at the gym! With just
a bite you can reposition the straw and sip
supercharged water made with fresh lemon,
lime, or clementine.

• 1-2 drinks per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 28oz
• available in 5 colors:

• • • • •
sage,

blue,

gray,

plum,

lemon

PRODUCT CODE:
CZS100S, CZS100B, CZS100GY,
CZS100P, CZS100Y

Doug H. likes

orange + lemon

It’s everything you love about the Citrus
Zinger, now in a mini!
The new Citrus Mini is a 16oz bottle with
a pop-up straw making it the perfect
companion for the constant traveler. It
creates the same flavor-infused drinks, but
is nearly half the size of the original Citrus
Zinger; the ideal size for a carry-on, gym bag,
or backpack. Whether it’s a quick stop at the
corner deli, or an 18-hour flight around the

MINI

world, the Citrus Mini can be by your side.

• 1-2 drinks per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 16oz
• available in 2 colors:

• •
lime,

pink

PRODUCT CODE:
CZ 16G, CZ 16P

Drew H. likes

lemon + lime

Calling all kids! Before you build that lemonade
stand, perfect your recipe using the kid Zinger.
Make your lemonade with a twist of fresh
lemon, sweeten with agave nectar,
and a little mint for added flavor.
You will have a line around the block with
requests for more in no time! You can even
add a few strawberries to enhance the color
and up the “zing”!
The Kid Zinger has been pediatric dentist
reviewed and approved; it is recommended
for ages 6 and up.

• 1-2 drinks per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 16oz
• available in 2 colors:

••

pink/blue,

••

blue/green

PRODUCT CODE:
KZ100G, KZ100B

Morgan likes

clementine + strawberry

Simplify your Zing! Zingo is the latest creation by Zing
Anything - small, light-weight and in an array of new colors,
with the same, easy-to-use technology of the Citrus Zinger.
Our brand new design is made with a translucent BPA-free
plastic, that helps to hide scuffs, cloudiness, or any other
wear and tear that might occur in your busy day. At 22 ounces,
Zingo offers a lower price and simple design, perfect for
budget savvy shoppers who want a little Zing!

• 1-2 drinks per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA free
• 22 ounces
• available in 4 colors:

• • • •
blue,

green,

gray,

PRODUCT CODE:
ZG100B, ZG100G, ZG100BL, ZG100P

pink

For those hosts looking to spice up their next
party, the Vodka Zinger will be your perfect
wingman. Use all-natural ingredients to create
fresh-tasting, healthy cocktails with no added
sugars or artificial ingredients. “Bartend”
your beverages by infusing vodka with citrus
fruits, strawberry, cucumber, hot pepper,
raspberry, pineapple, rosemary ... or Zing
your own unique drink.
While vodka is the most Zing-friendly choice,
any spirit can be Zinged. The Vodka Zinger
travel cap lets you take the party to-go.

• 1 use per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 19oz
• available in white
PRODUCT CODE:
VZ 100W

Dave B. likes

peach + blackberry + mint

Salad lovers can shake it up by Zinging tasty
dressings using the Salad Zinger. Simply add your
ingredients (garlic, onion, citrus, spices, fruit, etc.)
to the grind cup, pour in olive oil and vinegar, shake
and voila! Make the Italian dressing you always
wanted, the orange vinaigrette which will have
your guests asking for the recipe, a strawberry
balsamic dressing that wows you every time,
or whatever your healthy heart desires.
Keep the butter in the fridge. The Salad Zinger
can make flavored oils and vinegars for dipping,
marinating, sautéing or even as added flavor
to plain pastas, potatoes, vegetables, or rice.
The possibilities are limited by only
your imagination.

• 1 use per infusion
• dishwasher safe & BPA/EA free
• 12oz
• available in white
PRODUCT CODE:
SZ100W

Shanna P. likes

garlic + hot peppers + balsamic dressing

This Zinger will warm your heart, or at least your taste buds. Skip the
coffee and add a little zing to your tea, with the Tea Zinger. The specially
designed tea steeper allows you to easily remove bagged or loose tea
leaves after reaching the perfect brew.
Add a dash of lemon zest, orange zest, or even grate some fresh ginger
for a flavorful kick. Fancy an iced tea instead? Throw some ice into a
freshly brewed Tea Zinger creation for a refreshing lemon-ginger iced
tea on the go! Stylish and functional, the double-walled stainless steel
will keep your beverage warm (or cold!) for up to 4 hours.
TWIST OPEN CAFE LID
TEA STEEPER
DOUBLE WALLED
STAINLESS STEEL
CONSTRUCTION
GRATER

• 1 drink per infusion
• 18/8 sst, BPA free
• Dishwasher safe
• 22oz
• available in 3 colors:

• • •
white,

black,

PRODUCT CODE:
TZ100W, TZ100B, TZ100G

silver/green

James S. likes

lemon zest + ginger

Now you can zing up a big batch of your favorite all-natural
infusion. Just throw in your fruit, muddle it down, add some
ice water and voila! Great for family dinners, backyard parties,
or having delicious flavored drinks around the house.
The 54oz carafe combines the simplicity of the Citrus Zinger
with the versatility of the Aqua Zinger. Fruit, vegetables, herbs
and spices can be added to carafe’s base, and using the
specially designed muddler, the ingredients can be mashed
together to release their flavor.
Just like other Zing products, the Z54 has a lid with
a built-in strainer, so the pulp and rind stay contained
while you pour yourself a drink full of flavor and healthy
nutrients. Doesn’t all-natural strawberry lemonade
sound amazing?

citrus reamer

storage cap

• 1-2 fill-ups per infusion

• borosilicate glass carafe
• includes citrus press and storage cap
• stainless steel muddler
• BPA free components
• 54 oz.
PRODUCT CODE:
Z54G

Mica P. likes

strawberry, raspberry, blackberry, lemon + mint
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using your zinger

Ease of use and reuse is the Zing standard,
and remained a strong design focus throughout
our development process.
The Zinger’s simple operation creates a world of
flavorful, labor-free options with a few simple steps.
the daily grind : : The stainless steel bottle’s bottommounted grinder retains the ground pulp of your
ingredients, but allows the extracted flavors to travel
through a stainless steel screen and infuse into the
beverage of your choice. The Aqua Zinger allows you
to custom tailor your flavors using fruits, vegetables,
herbs or other tasty ingredients.
press for success : : The Citrus Zinger offers an easy
way to extract the juice and flavors of your favorite citrus
fruits and infuse them directly into your water. Creating
a refreshing all-natural lemonade, limeade, and more.
how does our technology create better infusions?
1 Pulverizing the ingredients releases a greater hue,
			 aroma and flavor than simply soaking fruit in water.
2 Pulverizing the ingredients requires the use
			 of less fruit than simply soaking fruit in water.
3 Pulverizing the ingredients accelerates the infusion
			 process better than simply soaking fruit in water.

your ingredients,
your creativity.

some of our
favorite infusions.

zingredient chart
FRUITS

MORE FRUITS

VEGETABLES

HERBS

SPICES

SUGARS

Orange/
Grapefruit

Berries

Cucumber

Mint

Cocoa
powder

Agave nectar

Lemon/Lime

Strawberries

Celery

Basil

Chipotle
powder

Honey

Peach

Mango

Tomatoes

Lavender

Cinnamon
sticks

Raw sugar

Watermelon

Pineapple

Hot chili
peppers

Cilantro

Ginger

Syrup cherries

Cantaloupe

Apples

Onion

Wheat
grass

Garlic

Mandarin
oranges in syrup

Kiwi

Pears

Tomato

Sage

Vanilla

Cocoa

Cherries

Apricot

horseradish

Rosemary

Nutmeg

Peppermint
sticks

accessories

The Zing Blade is the perfect on-the-go
tool for all our Zingers. Use it to add fresh
ingredients wherever and whenever!

• Constructed with environmentally
friendly materials

• Lead-free, non-toxic, acid proof,
and alkali proof

• Nano ceramic blade - never rusts, safe,
stays sharp forever, and doesn’t react
with food

• Ergonomic and rubberized ABS handle
• BPA free
• Folds for safe and convenient storage
• available in 2 colors: green, pink

• •

PRODUCT CODE: ZB100G, ZB100P

Grater : :

Cucumber Slicer : :

Removable grater attachment allows

Thinly slice cucumbers and a couple

you to add fresh lemon zest, ginger,

other fresh fruits directly into your

or ginseng root directly into your hot

water. With the removable slicer

tea or water. Turn your ordinary drink

attachment, there’s no mess and

into something bold and special.

no waste. Time-saving and flavor-

Other ingredients apply, just let your

boosting, what could be better?

imagination be your guide!

• Compatible with all Citrus Zinger models

• Compatible with all Citrus Zinger models
PRODUCT CODE: GR100

PRODUCT CODE: SL100

Z54 Neoprene Insulating Cover : :

Z54 neoprene cover is sold separately:

• Keep drinks cold
• Prevents carafe from sweating
• Covers up muddled ingredients
• Serves as a coaster
PRODUCT CODE: Z54BC

Citrus Zinger Bottom Cup : :

Aqua Zinger Double Loop Cap : :

The Citrus Zinger bottom cup is a

The classic Aqua Zinger cap. Convenient

replacement part that will fit all 28oz

finger loops on each side can also

Citrus Zingers.

accommodate clips or caribiners.

Citrus Zinger Sport Cap : :

Aqua Zinger Sport Cap : :

Perfect for quick access to your delicious

The flip up straw offers one-handed

flavored creations at the gym, the office,

operation, drip-free function, and a nice

or around town. In addition to the removable

even flow rate. The anti-skid pad helps

straw, the cap still contains the finger hole

provide stability and style. The Aqua Zinger

which is convenient for carrying the bottle.

sport cap is dishwasher safe, and features

Getting your citrus fix just got even easier!

a removable straw for ease of cleaning.

display your zing.

2- and 3-Shelf corrugate displays ::

2-shelf: 50" tall, 24 ct.
3-shelf: 60" tall, 32 ct.

Countertop and free-standing merchandising

(with header card)

units are available for all of our models.
All display options are shipped fully stocked
and can be replenished, as required. See our
price list for more details, conditions do apply.

24-Count Display
Concept: :
coming soon

Zing Anything Video Display : :

Zing Anything Acrylic Logo : :
24-Count
Metal Rack Display : :

11" x 11" x 52" tall
(with header card)

6-Count Counter Displays : :

12-Count Shelf Display : :

Zingblade displays : :

KID ZINGER

CITRUS ZINGER

CITRUS ZINGER SPORT

ZINGBLADE

ZINGBLADE CLIP STRIP

with removeable header card

Shelf Talkers : :

SALAD ZINGER

VODKA ZINGER

VODKA ZINGER

AQUA ZINGER

CITRUS ZINGER BIGGIE

Zing Anything Solo Displays : :

For more display options visit:

zinganything.com/retailer_products

real vitamin enriched water
The Zing Anything product line was designed
to make a positive contribution towards
improving daily diets both in the food
we eat and the beverages we drink.

The Zing Anything product line is
environmentally friendly, and promotes
an all-natural, nutrient enriched, healthy diet.
Zing Anything products are:
• made from high-quality food-grade
18/8 stainless steel
• dishwasher safe
• non-leaching & toxin-free
• BPA/EA-free Tritan plastics
• patented, and patents pending
info@zinganything.com
facebook.com/zinganything
phone 800-573-0052
fax 888-304-5454

zinganything.com

